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Abstract—Inspired by the original RSS Standard, this paper
presents RSS3, the next-generation feed standard, that aims
to support efficient and decentralized information distribution.
Furthermore, the RSS3 Protocol is proposed in conjunction with
a sophisticated network structure to implement the standard. The
result is a fully decentralized network that is flexible, efficient,
and extensible.

Term

Definition

DAO

Decentralized Autonomous Organization, an automated
decision-making organization that is agreed by the network and is not influenced by a central authority. DAO
oversees all important decisions.

SN

A serving node, which hosts RSS3 Files and responds
to file-related requests. DAO sets a limit of files that a
single SN can serve.

Subgroup

A group of SNs, which consists of a number of SNs.
DAO sets a limit of SNs that a single subgroup can
have.

GI

A global indexer, which orchestrates subgroups, routes
client requests, and maintains the network capability.
DAO sets the incentive scheme.

RN

A relay node, as part of a GI to assist in routing.

Epoch

A reference point in time where multiple events are
scheduled to be triggered.

ER

Epoch round, a period of time between two epoch points
where the network operates without any planned events
from DAO and GIs. DAO sets the ER interval.

SDG

Scalable Dynamic Grouping, the strategy used by GIs to
orchestrate subgroups that will be executed at the epoch.

MOC

Minimal operational capability, the required number
of GIs or SNs in a subgroup, to provide trustworthy
services.

HBC

Heartbeat checking, a strategy used by nodes to report
their working status.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The original RSS Standard is open, neutral, and decentralized in nature. In the Web 2.0 era, the adoption of RSS
dropped significantly as centralized platforms gained traction.
However, a centralized platform, where a single trusted party
dominates the network, inevitably results in problems such as
privacy infringement, profit misappropriation, censorship, algorithm abuse, and data monopoly. Some innovative solutions
have been proposed to tackle these problems: 1) Federated
networks enable users to choose a trusted center while still
supporting communications among centers; 2) Blockchainbased networks allow user data to be distributed across all
nodes. To some extent, these solutions manage to solve certain
problems, but with the limitations of flexibility, efficiency, and
extensibility.
As the Web moves toward more openness and modularization, the pipeline of information flow is evolving to
include four decentralized layers including creation, storage,
distribution, and rendering. Various protocols or modules are
expected to support an interoperable communication that can
be fully controlled by users. Existing solutions do not form
a fully decentralized information distribution standard that is
urgently demanded by the Web.
In this paper, we propose the RSS3 Standard, a nextgeneration feed standard that enables efficient and decentralized information distribution with flexibility, efficiency, and
extensibility. The standard ensures that the network will be
financially self-sustained with redundancy and fault tolerance.
We then introduce the RSS3 Protocol with a sophisticated network structure to implement the standard. Multiple measures
are implemented to ensure the network’s stability and security.

TABLE I: A glossary table that contains the terms used
throughout the paper.

A. Instance
An instance is a collection of cryptography based accounts
owned by one cyber existence. Upon registration, the first address submitted will be used as the instance’s primary address.
Additional accounts can be imported by auto-verification or
user actions. All verified accounts will be stored in an RSS3
File.

II. GLOSSARY
B. Asset

This section includes the glossary Table I contains a list of
terms used throughout the paper.

An asset refers to a medium of exchange owned by the
instance that is digitally generated. An RSS3 network automatically incorporates instance assets from verified accounts,
and stores them into the corresponding RSS3 File. DAO
decides the rendering of assets in RSS3 Files as there are
wide variations in types.

III. S TANDARD
Compared to its predecessor, RSS3 introduces fundamental
changes to create an efficient and decentralized information
distribution standard.
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Fig. 1: A typical RSS3 Network architecture.

RSS3. The implementation is by no means a perfect solution
to the problems which the web is facing now, but a significant
leap forward toward a truly decentralized cyberspace.

C. Link
Ubiquitous linking is the foundation of an open information
system. The RSS3 Protocol supports universal links with
customized types between RSS3 Objects. Major RSS3 Objects
include:
• Instance - a collection of cryptography based accounts
• Asset - a medium of exchange that is digitally generated
• Item - content generated on the network
An internal link is bidirectional which connects two objects
within an RSS3 Network, whereas an external link unidirectionally connects an RSS3 Object with an external object. An
external link destined for an RSS3 Object may be bidirectional
if DAO approves the source.

IV. N ETWORK
Fig. 1 shows an abstraction of a typical RSS3 Network
architecture. In short, an RSS3 file is served by a subgroup
which consists of several SNs. A subgroup is managed by GIs
and forwards client requests to its SNs. A GI consists of: 1)
a set of relay nodes to assist in routing; 2) a set of archive
modules to archive the network for failure recovery in the
event of a large-scale network crash.
A. Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)
DAO is responsible for governing the followings:

D. Governance and Ownership
RSS3 network is equipped with a high Turing completeness.
It is capable of handling sophisticated logic such as reviewing
smart contracts that define permission and ownership of RSS3
Files.

•
•
•

E. Activity Feed

GI and SN Elections
RSS3 Files limit per SN
DKG key fragments
threshold

•
•
•
•

Subgroup scaling
Module upgrade
Incentive Management
ER Duration

1) Election Mechanism: GIs and SNs are elected members
that support the network’s essential operations. There are entry
requirements for candidates to be qualified for participating in
an election: These requirements may include hardware and
staking set by DAO. GI elections are held less frequently
than SN elections. Each election may produce an abundance
of nodes and only the required number of nodes will be
immediately placed into work. S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sS } is the set
of all SNs, whose number is S. G = {g1 , g2 , ..., gG } and is
denoted as the set of all GIs, whose number is G.

In an RSS3 File, an activity feed contains: 1) all activities
indexed from the instance’s verified accounts; 2) all items
generated by the instance or the network; 3) all universal links
generated on the RSS3 Network. The feed resembles the original RSS protocol with additional cryptographic information
to support data integrity and originality. The design represents
a decentralized approach for information distribution.
Based on the standard described above, we present the RSS3
Protocol, available at https://github.com/NaturalSelectionLabs/
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1) Scalable Dynamic Grouping (SDG): At the beginning of
each ER, SNs are shuffled into different subgroups Sz ; ∀z ∈
[1, Y] abiding by a modern Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) algorithm[2, 5, 6, 8], to fundamentally prevent collusion attacks.
The organization of subgroups is periodically shuffled by GIs
through a consent structure, and broadcast to SNs to initiate the
re-organization. Subgroups are scalable to incorporate newly
available SNs to extend their capability, up to the limit N
imposed by DAO. The number of subgroups is dynamically
scaled by the network’s existing load based on the strategy
agreed by DAO.
To further elaborate on how a consent structure is agreed to,
SDG begins with a random number calculated by collecting
signatures from GIs. Based on the distributed key generation
protocol Ped-DKG[4] and Threshold BLS Signatures[1], each
GI contributes a key fragment as one constituent to form
a public and private key pair, the random number is then
derived from all the signatures collected, where the DKG key
fragments threshold set by DAO is met to guarantee security.
SDG proceeds to shuffle SNs and forms a new subgroup
structure until not a single subgroup contains P SNs from
the previous ER:

Fig. 2: HBC and Proof on chain.
To further strengthen the network, a waiting list S ′ is in
place to host idle elected SNs as backup. DAO sets a MOC
warning level, MOC(m), backup SNs will be commissioned
once the number of functioning SNs falls below MOC(m) to
avoid subgroup failures.
2) Module Upgrade: WebAssembly modules are used by SNs
for indexing to ensure that indexing results are cross-platform
deterministic. Modules can be contributed by the network
participants and are governed by DAO.
3) Subgroup Scaling: During each ER, DAO may dynamically adjust the size of subgroups, denoted N , to meet
the network’s needs while maintaining a sufficient level of
S
decentralization. Hence, the number of subgroups Y = ⌈ N
⌉
is dynamic and decided by S and N . This adjustment predominately ensures the network’s performance and stability.
4) Incentive Management: Within each ER, DAO may dynamically adjust the incentive ratio for network participants.
Incentive is calculated based on multiple factors, including
verified contributions from GIs and SNs on chain , as shown
in Fig. 2. All incentives are distributed from an incentive pool
described in Sec. V-C. A staking pool is governed by DAO,
each candidate will be notified of the level staking required
to participate in the election. Slashing occurs when an elected
node failed to meet its obligations outlined in Sec. IV.

N −1
⌋; ∀N ∈ N+
(1)
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GI members will be dynamic, allowing GI to join and leave
at the next ER. The change of GI members will affect the
generation of distributed random numbers, as it depends on
the key fragmentation of each GI member. Proactive secret
sharing protocol is adopted[7, 12], which allows a group of GI
members to keep the shared key and dynamically transfer the
key fragments among different GI members. So as to achieve
such a result, that the keys shared among the GI member group
fragments are saved in different groups.
In order to minimize the chance of node collusions, at the
eth ER, GIs ensure that during SDG:
P=⌊

•

The subgroup set {Sz } is generated by SDG, feeding all
SNs as input based on parameter P and η e ∈ N+ :
{Sze } = SDG(< {se1 , se2 , ..., seS } >; P, η e , Y e )

•

(2)

The intersection of all subgroups is an empty set:
e

Y
\

Sze = ∅

(3)

z=1

B. Global Indexer (GI)
GIs are elected by the network participants through DAO.
A GI has three major responsibilities: Scalable Dynamic
Grouping, Routing and Heartbeat Checking. GIs are assisted
by functional nodes listed in Table I, the details are elaborated
below in this section.
A GI at any time may announce its intention to quit the
network and gracefully do so at the end of the current ER
without slashing. If the MOC is reached, DAO will hold a
new round of GI election immediately to avoid a potential
network failure.

•

The union of all subgroups is the set of all SNs:
e

Y
[

Sze = S e

(4)

z=1
•

Any P SNs in the z th subgroup Sze will not be grouped
into the same subgroup in η e consecutive ERs:
|Sze ∩ Sve−j | < P; ∀z, v ∈ [1, Y e ], ∀j ∈ [1, η e ]

(5)

sez,i

(6)

∈
/

Sze−j ; ∀sez,i

∈

Sze , ∀i

∈

[1, |Sze |]

where Sze denotes the set of SNs in the z th subgroup at the
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Algorithm 1 SDG(< S e >; P, η e , Y e )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

while SDG ← f ail do
for sez,i ∈ Sze ; z ∈ [1, Y e ]; i ∈ [1, |Sze |] do
for j ∈ [1, η e ] do
/ Sze−j ) then
if (|Sze ∩ Sve−j | < P) ∧ (sez,i ∈
SDG ← success
return {Sze }
end if
end for
end for
end while

eth ER, sez,i refers to the ith SN in the z th subgroup at the eth
ER, and both P and η are set by DAO. More details regarding
the procedure of SDG are presented in Algorithm 1.
2) Robust Routing: GIs maintain a routing table, which follows the SDG at each ER. GIs are walled by a set of RNs.
Following the routing table, RNs accept and forward user
requests to the corresponding subgroup.
3) Heartbeat Checking (HBC): GIs make the best effort to
guarantee a subgroup’s MOC, see Eqn. 7 and 8, where n
denotes the number of SNs, Ws is set by DAO, satisfying
C < Ws < N , and C is the minimum number of SNs
supporting the system’s MOC. Once the warning level is
breached, GI will start enlisting SNs from the waiting list S ′ .
Once the critical level is breached, GI will immediately start
a new round of partial SDG to avoid a potential subgroup
failure. A partial SDG re-balances current subgroup in order
to satisfy MOC without interrupting network operations.
2N
⌉
C=⌈
3

if n > Ws ;
saf e,
MOC(n) = warning, if C < n ≤ Ws ;


critical,
if n ≤ C.

Fig. 3: The internal architecture of a subgroup.

1) Information Aggregation: RSS3 files of the entire network
are distributed across many subgroups. Each SN serves a
number of RSS3 files and handles the requests targeted at
these files according to the standard specifications. SNs use
WebAssembly modules for indexing, which ensures that indexing results are cross-platform deterministic. SNs begin with
indexing data from verified accounts, perform permission and
ownership verification, and eventually generate the instance’s
activity feeds.
2) Collaboration: SNs collaborate within of the same subgroup to reach an internal consensus for finalizing the content
of RSS3 Files and acknowledging peer contributions for HBC.
SNs are obligated to broadcast their HBC back to GIs for
next ER’s preparation and incentive distribution. Absence from
this process will result in the following consequences for the
absentees : 1) to be removed from the incentivization of this
ER; 2) removed from the next ER’s SDG; 3) to be slashed.
At the end of each ER, those HBCs are packed and reported
on chain, as the proof of contributions.
Algorithm 2 shows the algorithmic abstraction of an ER
in the RSS3 Network, and Fig. 4 illustrates the flow of the
abstraction.

(7)

(8)

Furthermore, a new GI election would start immediately as
the number of GIs, namely m, reaches the warning level Wg ,
which is set by DAO. See Eqn. 9.
(
saf e,
if m > Wg ;
MOC(m) =
(9)
warning, if m ≤ Wg ;

V. I NCENTIVE

C. Serving Node (SN)

Proper incentive is essential for a decentralized network
to provide a satisfactory level of service. To ensure that the
incentive scheme is transparent, sustainable, and fair to all
network participants, DAO is put in charge to dynamically
adjust incentives when required.
Current successful incentive schemes are predominantly
found in blockchain-based networks: all nodes are required to
verify transactions to be rewarded by “transaction fees”. The
transaction-based model is proven to be functional in mostly
financial-related fields, but is expected to struggle under other
settings. Take social media as an example, it is unfeasible to

Fig. 3 illustrates the internal architecture of a subgroup.
A list of elected SNs, along with their permitted serving
ERs, is governed by DAO. Candidates s′ who were elected
but not commissioned are placed on a waiting list S ′ , see
Sec. IV-A1.
An exit mechanism is in place to permit the departure of
SNs from their subgroups during an ER without slashing: 1)
the departure must be broadcast to the subgroup to confirm
that the MOC level, denoted C, is maintained; 2) the departure
must not occur consecutively within η ERs, where η is set by
DAO.
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Algorithm 2 An algorithmic abstraction of an ER in the RSS3
Network.
1: for each ER e ∈ [0, ∞) do
2:
init. G e , S e , N e , Wse , Wge , η e by DAO
Se
3:
Ye ← N
e
4:
if election then
5:
Ge ← {g1e , g2e , ..., gGe e }
6:
end if
7:
{Sze } ← SDG(< {se1 , se2 , ..., seS } >; P, η e , Y e )
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

for Sze ∈ {S1e , S2e , ..., SYe e } do
n ← |Sze |
switch (MOC(n))
case n > Wse :
pass
case C < n ≤ Wse :
e
e
e
Sze ← s′ k ; ∀s′ k ∈ S ′
case n ≤ C:
e
S ′ ← sel ; ∀sel ∈ {∁S e Sze }
e
e
Ŝz ← SDG(< S ′ >; P, η e , Y e )
end for
m ← |Ge |
switch (MOC(m))
case m > Wge :
pass
case m ≤ Wge :
Ĝe ← {ĝ1e , ĝ2e , ..., ĝGe e }
consensus number c ← 0
for gze ∈ Ge ∨ ĝze ∈ Ĝe do
if gze ∨ ĝze agrees then
c←c+1
end if
end for
e
if c > ⌈ 2G3 ⌉ then
submit proof on chain
end if
init. and adjust P and Φ by DAO
P ← {pnod , pdev , pcre , pcon , pdao }
Φ ← {α, β, γ, δ, ϵ}
for i ∈ [1, 5] do
Pi ← Φi I
end for
end for
Fig. 4: A flowchart illustrating the abstraction of an ER in the
RSS3 Network.

charge users for interactions performed. Nor should developers
be paying for the cost of maintaining a decentralized network.
A. Incentivization
The RSS3 Network, on the other hand, will be rewarding
network participants with the profit of the network generated
from advertising, value-added services, social economic activities, etc.

•
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Stage 1: System Incentivization At the beginning, the
network is rewarded by the system to encourage adoption.
The system reward gradually decreases and is inversely
proportional to network adoption.

Stage 2: Hybrid Incentivization As network adoption
increases, profits are expected to be generated by activities such as advertisements, value-added services and
other related economic activities. The proceeds will be
distributed in the form of network rewards, which also
offsets the system rewards.
• Stage 3: Self-Sustained Incentivization: All rewards are
now fully transitioned into network-generated rewards,
the system will no longer incentivize the network.
Incentives will be distributed to network participants including node hosts, developers, content creators, special contributors and DAO.

contain the metadata only). DAO limits the number of RSS3
Files hosted by an SN and dynamically increases the number
of subgroups through subgroup scaling. This strategy provides
a sufficient level of data redundancy while maintaining storage
efficiency.

•

B. Communication Efficiency
In any decentralized network, an increase in efficiency
leads to a reduction in fault tolerance. Extensive research
has been done to ensure that the RSS3 Network is able to
maintain an ideal equilibrium. As opposed to a blockchain
based network[10, 14], where a global consensus is required,
an RSS3 Network only requires each subgroup to reach an
internal consensus. This significantly reduces the communication complexity. As the number of RSS3 Files increases,
DAO dynamically scales the network through the election
mechanism and subgroup scaling in conjunction with SDG
performed by GIs, to further reduce communication complexity for subgroups.
GIs need to reach an internal consensus from time to time such a consensus only requires an aggregated signature to reduce communication complexity. Furthermore, state-of-the-art
BFT algorithms are implemented to maximize communication
efficiency[9, 13].
More subgroups will inevitably overwhelm GIs. On top of
scaling through the election mechanism, this is additionally
mitigated by increasing the number of RNs to take the
workload of client request handling (where no consensus is
needed) off GIs’ shoulders. DAO further imposes a limit
on the maximum number of GIs to improve communication
efficiency.

B. Staking and Slashing
Upon election, GIs and SNs are required to join the staking
pool governed by DAO. Staking demonstrates the participant’s
commitment toward maintaining the network.
Consequently, slashing as a means to maintain the network’s
stability occurs when malicious or erroneous behaviors are
detected, in addition to situations described in Section IV-B
and IV-C.
C. Incentive Pool
An incentive pool I is introduced to dynamically balance the incentives distributed to network participants, see
Eqn. 10, 11, and 12, where the proportions set Φ =
{α, β, γ, δ, ϵ}) is decided by DAO; The participants set P =
{pnod , pdev , pcre , pcon , pdao } includes node hosts, developers,
content creators, special contributors and DAO respectively.
This will ultimately foster a self-adjusting market and avoid
skewed incentives in the distribution: Incentive increases as the
demand for a role increases and vice versa. A proper allocation
of the incentive pool greatly motivates the network participants
in improving all aspects of the network.
sum(α, β, γ, δ, ϵ) = 1


pnod = αI





pdev = βI
pcre = γI



pcon = δI



p
dao = ϵI

(10)

I = pnod + pdev + pcre + pcon + pdao

(12)

VII. V ULNERABILITY
A. Collusion
In an RSS3 Network, RSS3 Files are hosted by subgroups
of SNs for redundancy and fault tolerance. Although the
subgroup design creates the bedrock for potential collusive
behaviors, the design itself also acts as the first layer to prevent
those behaviors since an internal consensus is required to
process all client requests. A client request, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, is forwarded from GIs to SNs and returned back to GIs
consequently. GIs then return the most consistent result back to
the client. Furthermore, a collusion will not have any impact on
the result when the number of malicious or erroneous nodes,
denoted M, where M ≤ P.
The probability of a collusion taking place, though slim,
still exists in theory. GIs minimize this probability through
breaking potential M via SDG, as described in Sec. IV-B1.
SNs within the same subgroup are less likely to be grouped
together in the future to prevent possible collusion.
Unlike blockchain-based networks, the collusion in the
RSS3 Network is not economically profitable, which eliminates the primary motivation behind collusion[11]. In the
event of a collusion, owners can correct tampered data at any
time and report SNs for malicious behaviors. Collusive SNs
lose their incentives and seats in the network. Since staking

(11)

VI. S CALABILITY
As a network grows, the performance bottleneck often
results in a slow processing speed and a higher transaction
cost. In previous sections, subgroup scaling (Sec. IV-A3) and
SDG (Sec. IV-B1) are described as measures to maintain
network’s availability and usability, they are also designed to
improve both storage and communication efficiency.
A. Storage Efficiency
Storage efficiency is critical for a decentralized network.
First of all, RSS3 Files are lightweight by design (since they
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At the heart of Natural Selection Labs, we firmly
believe in the freedom of information distribution: No
organizations or authorities shall prohibit the free exercise
of the right of people to create, store, and distribute their
information.

is required, slashing also serves as a deterrent to potential
colluders.
B. Redundancy
Subgrouping provides redundancy as SNs: 1) maintain
RSS3 Files assigned collaboratively, effectively creating S
copies for redundancy; 2) are with best efforts distributed
across the globe to provide geo-redundancy and sustain a high
availability.
During the election, DAO selects GIs from multiple regions
to provide geo-redundancy.
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C. Disaster Recovery
To recover from an unlikely event of a complete network
failure, where more than Rg GIs or Rs SNs have failed to stay
functional, see Eqn. 13, DAO members may operate archive
modules that constantly take snapshots of the entire network.
GIs are also encouraged to operate archive modules.
R(g∨s) = ⌊

(G ∨ S)
⌋; ∀(G ∨ S) ∈ N+
3

(13)

D. Sybil Attack
Sybil attacks may occur in any network, where a disproportionate level of network resources are allocated to attackers, affecting the network’s availability. Research shows that
there is currently no universally applicable solution to Sybil
attacks[3]. In the RSS3 Network, such an attack does not
generate any financial gains. Furthermore, identity validation
is implemented to minimize the chance of Sybil attacks. The
network also increases the economic costs for such an attack.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We present the RSS3 Standard, a next-generation feed
standard designed for information distribution. The standard
enforces strong data ownership by including asset verification
and on chain governance, and furthermore equips the feed
with native support for interoperable interactions. The standard naturally enables flexible recommendation and searching
implementation. We then propose the RSS3 Protocol that is
fully conformed to the standard. In comparison to the original
RSS, RSS3 is a refined and evolved protocol that supports
complicated application scenarios.
To further illustrate the robustness of the standard, we
demonstrate an RSS3 Network that implements multiple
state-of-the-art measures to ensure data consistency and
redundancy. This is achieved through: 1) a sophisticated
network architecture that guarantees the network usability and
stability; 2) a curated incentivization scheme that encourages
all network participants to contribute toward the network’s
development. The orchestration has the potential to provide a
truly decentralized network, that is, on top of all the benefits
provided by existing solutions, with flexibility, efficiency, and
extensibility.
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